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ABSTRACT
This paper introduces a new framework for processing Natural
Language statements. The parallel is drawn between the Natural
Language processing and the Data Mining technology of
information granulation. The formalism affords consistent
representation of a well-known phenomenon of ‘approximate’
grammatical correctness of Natural Language statements. The
approach is validated on some simple Natural Language
statements and the directions for the future development of the
system are outlined.

1. INTRODUCTION
Fundamentals of fuzzy sets were formulated on the basis of max
and min operators applied to membership functions [14]. These
operators were, then, generalized to triangular norms. In both
theory and applications the concept of triangular norms
borrowed from [10] play important role. They are widely
utilized in many areas, e.g. logic, set theory, reasoning, data
aggregation, etc. To satisfy practical requirements, besides
triangular norms, new operators were proposed and developed
including new kinds of operators.
One reason for which IE is of significant research interest is
that it provides a basic reference for comparing different natural
language processing technologies. However, a more fundamental
reason is that IE focuses on the essence of intelligent information
processing, that of formation of abstractions. In this sense IE
parallels the endeavors of Data Mining that is primarily
motivated by ‘making sense of data’.
The rich track record of data mining research provides a
valuable insight into the methodologies that lead to
comprehensive and interpretable results and that ensure the
transparency of final findings. In one way or another there arises
an issue of casting the results as information granules –
conceptual entities that capture the essence of the overall data set

in a compact manner. It is worth stressing that information
granules not only support conversion of clouds of detailed data
into more tangible information granules but, very importantly,
afford a vehicle of abstraction that allows to think of granules as
different conceptual entities; see [3, 17, 18, 19, 25, 26] and the
references therein.
Clearly the task of information granulation is not a trivial one
and it is dependent to a large extent on the application domain.
Zadeh [25, 26] promoted a notion of information granulation in
the framework of fuzzy sets. Other formal and commonly
exploited environments of information granulation deal with
rough sets [16] and set theory (interval analysis) [3, 15, 18]. In
the context of granular computing the analysis of the Natural
Language statements can be represented as operations on fuzzy
sets. To make this point clearer we formalize the definition of a
Natural Language. If a set of all words in a given Natural
Language is denoted by X, then the set of all possible utterances
in this language is represented by a set of all subsets of X, i.e. the
power set of X, denoted as P(X).
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Figure 1. Set representation of a Natural Language

Of course only a small proportion of elements of P(X)
represent statements which conform to the rules of grammar of
this language. These represent a subset of P(X), referred to as
G(X). And the grammatically correct statements that are

meaningful are represented by S(X) that is a subset of G(X). The
words (X) themselves have a dual nature; on one hand they have
grammatical meaning (parts of sentence) and on the other hand
they have semantics defined by the concepts they represent. The
latter is expressed in a thesaurus-style explanation through the
related words. In this sense every word represents a fuzzy set
defined over the whole domain X.
The essence of syntactical analysis is to discriminate whether
a given sentence belongs to G(X) or P(X)-G(X). Syntactical
analysis dissects the sentence into noun- and verb- phrases and
checks for conformity with the rules of grammar until the
bottom-most level of individual words is reached. A standard
approach to syntactical analysis involves application of parsing
techniques that use binary logic in checking the conformity of a
given sentence with the rules of grammar. However, in real life
many Natural Language statements can be considered meaningful
even if they do not conform fully to the rules of NL grammar. So,
in terms of the above set formalism, we suggest that the
syntactical analysis should adopt a wider scope A(X) (of
‘acceptable’ statements) which is a superset of G(X) , i.e.
G(X) ⊂ A(X). The degree of relaxation of the NL grammar rules
is represented in terms of fuzzy logic operations where we no
longer deal with binary predicates for a specific rule of grammar,
but have a full spectrum of the ‘degrees of truth’. One thesis of
this paper is therefore that a fuzzy sets formalism applied in the
context of parsing NL statements captures the natural tolerance
to grammatical errors that one encounters in real life.
Complementary to syntactical analysis is the semantic
analysis that can be seen as a bottom-up process of distilling
meaning from words and the relationships into which they enter.
As the words are combined into phrases and sentences they
evolve a more specific meaning then the component words taken
in isolation. Ultimately the semantics of a sentence or a group of
sentences is conveying the most specific message/knowledge that
arises from the purposeful combination of words into sentences.
Discussion of the semantic analysis in the context of fuzzy set
formalism is a subject of a separate publication.
2. NATURAL LANGUAGE PROCESSING
Natural language, as opposed to artificial or formal one, is
something that already exists and fulfills various functions in
inter-personal contacts. We primarily use natural language to
exchange information. Natural language has been evolving (for
thousands of years) to enable us to express all sorts of things in
all sorts of situations. Words, phrases and sentences expressed in
Natural language are often ambiguous, their meaning depend on
context or situation of their appearance. The structures of natural
language are often complex, incomplete, interlaced. These could
be considered mechanisms of adaptation of the Natural language
enabling it to fulfill new tasks in an evolving world. What is
amazing is that humanity created numerous of natural languages
and can communicate inside given natural language and between
natural languages.

Natural language is a tool supporting information
representation and exchange in the process of human
communication. On the other hand, natural language is rule
driven, what is obvious in the context of its fundamental
property of information exchange. Information encoded in a
natural language construction (phrase, sentence, text) by a human
being is addressed to other human being(s) with intention to be
decoded and properly understood in their meaning. So,
obviously, both subjects of information exchange supported by
natural language constructions have to use the same rules in order
to encode and decode respective information.
The tasks and process of information representation and
exchange are fundamental subjects of science, research and
technology in the computerized information era. Thus, these
objectives raised temptation and forced attempts to formalization
of natural languages and automation of their processing as well as
processing of information supported by natural languages.
The goal of the natural language processing task is to design
and build a computer system that will analyze, understand, and
generate languages that humans use naturally. This goal is not
easy to reach. "Understanding" language means, among other
things, knowing what concepts a word or phrase stands for and
knowing how to link those concepts together in a meaningful
way. It is ironic that natural language, the symbol system that is
easiest for humans to learn and use, is hardest for a computer to
master. Long after machines have proven capable of inverting
large matrices with speed and grace not achievable by human
beings, they still fail to master the basics of human spoken and
written languages cf. [4].
After decades of fruitful development of methods of natural
language processing, it is clear that formalization of a full natural
language and automation of its processing is far from
completeness. Natural language formalization and processing is
often being restricted by different factors, for instance restricted
to areas limited with regard to syntax, semantics, knowledge,
style, etc., and even in these local areas of meaning, automation
of its processing is still defective.
The challenges we face stem from the high flexibility and
ambiguity nature of natural language. Having English as his
mother language, one effortlessly understand the sentence
“Visiting aunts can be fun” assuming that you have some context
knowledge about this sentence. Yet this sentence presents some
difficulties to a software program that lacks both your knowledge
of the world and human experience with linguistic structures. Is
the more plausible interpretation that aunts are fun, or that rather
visit is fun? Should the word "can" be analyzed as a verb or as a
noun? Obviously, human being easily solves all these doubts
with information recovered from contextual knowledge.
However, information recovery that is subconscious for humans,
raises challenge for automation, cf [12].

2.1. Social fundamentals
There is a very long-standing debate about the relative
importance of nature and nurture in the development of the
human intellect. Are we creatures endowed from birth with rich
structures of knowledge and understanding, which require the
stimulus of experience only in order to be jolted into conscious
awareness? Or do we begin life essentially as blank sheets of
paper on which the outside world writes what it may, and which
begin with no predisposition towards one eventual set of
contents rather than another?
In recent decades, it has been argued that scientific study of
language gives us new evidence favouring a strikingly nativist
account of human cognition. According to this view, genetics
fixes the contents of our minds just as it fixes the detailed
structure of our bodies.
The argument was first constructed in the 1960s by Noam
Chomsky, in books such as Cartesian Linguistics [7]. In this
and a series of subsequent writings Chomsky identified a large
range of considerations (for instance, all human languages share
certain universal structural features, and young children acquire
their first language surprisingly fast), each of which, he urged,
forces us to accept that `we do not really learn language; rather,
grammar grows in the mind' [9]. Also cf. [23].
This discussion justify effort put on syntactical analysis of
natural language constructions as the one of the most important
and efficient analysis method, cf. [23, 24].
2.2. Lexical Acquisition
Many tasks in natural language processing need detailed, accurate
information about the grammatical behavior of individual words
of the subjective language construction. The primitive solution of
this demand is to provide a natural language algorithm with a kind
of lexicon of respective words and their features However,
manual coding of lexicons for every task of language construction
analysis is expensive, error-prone, and needs to be carried out
afresh for new domains. It also cannot reliably capture statistical
tendencies. To enable computers to process human language, we
need databases (corpora) of words and language samples
annotated to show their structural features, as a source of
information and statistics to guide the development of languageprocessing algorithms. The important aspect of the annotated
structural features of the words of such a lexicon is their
ambiguity and uncertainty. The phenomenon of natural language
is that phrases, sentences and texts bring contextual knowledge
allowing for resolving ambiguity and uncertainty. In [12] the case
of restricted subsets of natural language was discussed. It was
shown that in such cases contextual information could be
approximated by crisp relations defined on the set of noun
phrases. It appears that the analysis of the natural language
contextual information corresponds more closely to the
operations on fuzzy sets that are essentially defined on the
universe of the set of individual words and are labeled by given

words. The value of membership function expresses the grade to
which the labeling word can be related to the universe element. In
this paper it is assumed that the fuzzy information is an
immanent element of the lexicon and, as it is outlined in next
sections, it can be dynamically modified during language
constructions analysis.
2.3. Syntactical Analysis
Syntactical approach to natural language processing is the study
of how words fit together to form structures up to the level of a
sentence. Syntactical approach is a crucial stage and a crucial
problem in natural language processing and in particular in
extracting and representing information supported by natural
language constructions.
The syntactical approach to natural language processing was
extensively explored in the past Until fairly recently, almost all
work on automatic parsing has treated the task as essentially
similar to `compiling' programs in a formal computer language.
Parsing was based on rules defining `all and only' the valid
grammatical structures in a language; faced with a particular input
string, the task was to find the structural analysis by virtue of
which it is a valid string.
The trouble with this approach is that human language is
quite messy and anarchic, by comparison with languages like
Pascal or C. Programming languages are designed to conform to
rigid (and fairly simple) rules. Programs that break the rules are
rejected by the computer. But it isn't clear that a language like
English is rule-governed in the same rigid way. If there is a
definite set of rules specifying all and only the valid sentences of
English, the rules are certainly much more complicated than those
of C. But, to many of us, it seems that complexity is not the
whole point - it is questionable whether English is fully definable
by rules at all, and such rules as there are will often be broken
with no bad consequences for communication. Thus, parsing
natural languages must be intensely flexible and deeply tolerant
to natural anarchy of its subjects. With these notes in mind, the
proposed approach to parsing will relay on sensible application
of proposed context free grammars, i.e. that it will not be applied
maliciously to generate incorrect examples.
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Fig. 1 Syntactical graph of the sentence “ Student operates”.
The part of this graph with lower row dropped creates a
pattern for other sentences of the same format.

2.4. Context Free Grammars
We focus attention on syntactical approach to natural language
processing based on context free grammars CFG and
transformations of CFG grammars. Of course, a grammar that is
powerful enough to be able to analyse all English sentences is an
impossibly large and complex, so we even will not try do
construct it here. Rather we will try to develop a grammar that
will meet the following three criteria:
• it will allow for analysis of all language phrases and sentences
discussed in the paper,
• it could be developed to a more complete grammar that will
extend the set of language phrases and sentences and will restrict
generation of ungrammatical constructions
• it will use phrases and rules that are generally applicable in
English, even if in some cases they involve a gross simplification
of the way English works.
It is worth underlining that the grammar we develop generates
a language that neither is included in English (the natural
language), nor includes English. The language generated by the
grammar intersects the English natural language and just their
common part is a subject of our discussion.
A formal definition of context free grammar is available in
most introductory computer science texts:
Definition: A tuplet G = (V, T, P, S) is a context free
grammar assuming that
• V - is a finite set of variables
• T – is a finite set of terminal symbols
• S – is a variable being beginning symbol of the grammar
• P – is a finite set of production, every production is a pair
with variable as its first element and a finite sequence of
variables and terminal symbols.
Any sequence of terminal symbols derivable from the
beginning symbol of the grammar belongs to the language
generated by the grammar. Cf. [13] or any readings in
mathematical linguistic on detailed description of context free
grammars and context free languages.
For instance the following grammar:
G=(
{“Sentence”, “Noun”, “Verb”},
{student, operate},
{“Sentence” -> “Noun” “Verb”,
“Noun” -> student
“Verb” -> operate },
“Sentence” )
generates the language consisting of the sentence “Student
operate”.
Instead of a formal description of a grammar, we will be
presenting only respective set of production or even only
derivation of a language construction in the form of syntactical
graphs. For extended description of context free grammar of
English natural language cf. e.g. [4], pp. 51-53. Note: it would be
better to say – for context free grammar of a language that

includes a subset of English natural language as its part. In light
of previous comments, creating a grammar that fully describes
English or other natural language is more sophisticated than using
context free mechanism and more complicated than a few pages
description. Anyway, this grammar will be referred as the
grammar of English natural language, for simplicity.
The syntactical graph in Figure 1 outlines derivation of the
sentence “Student operates” in the above trivially simple
grammar.
This simple example outlines the method of construction of
simple sentences: noun student can be replaced by any other
noun, e.g. bird, wind while verb operate by other verbs e.g. fly,
blow, etc. Thus, the syntactical graph – equivalent to the
production “Sentence” -> “Noun” “Verb” - creates a pattern of
simple sentences, cf. Figure 1, while the production from
variables noun and verb into terminal words – student and
operate creates an instance of this pattern – the sentence
“Student operates”.
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the best students were operating the optical equipment
Fig. 2. Syntactical graph of the sentence “The best students were
operating the optical equipment”.

3. PARSING NATURAL LANGUAGE
Having a lexicon of words and a grammar describing a language, it
is possible to formulate an algorithm to determine whether or not
any given text is constructed according to the rules of the
grammar. If a sentence is grammatical, the algorithm should be
able to describe its structure. If a sentence is ambiguous, then the
algorithm should be able to describe all its possible structures.
An algorithm performing such a task is called a parser. As it was
noticed, the lexicon and the grammar are essential elements of a
parser and they decide about the quality of natural language
processing.
3.1. Syntactical structuring
Syntactical structuring as a main task of parsing process has also
its powerful contribution to information extraction from natural

language and – subsequently – to the process of information
structuring and formation of a space of granular information. As
it will be outlined below, syntactical structuring of language
constructions strictly corresponds to granular structuring of
information space. The following example gives intuition of the
structure correspondence.
Let us consider the real sentence “The best students were
operating the optical equipment”. The basis of this sentence
“Student operates” creates the simple sentence with relation
between both words: noun students and verb operate. Then,
the sentence is developed to build the more complex relation
between noun phrase and verb phrase, each of them having
complex structure. The central element of noun phrase – the
noun students – is described by an adjective and a determinant.
The central element of the verb phrase – the verb operate – is
transformed to past –ing form and is supplemented by post-verb
phrase. Despite of the complex structure of the sentence, the
main relation is built on both central elements: noun students
and verb operate. The additions wrap these central elements in
extra information that define more specific meaning of – still the
same – relation between noun and verb. And finally, the sentence
has unique derivation in the grammar. Note: such features as
adjective comparisons, noun plurality, numeral ordinality, etc.
are omitted since they do not raise any novelty in the discussion.
3.2. Ambiguity
The trivial example of Figure 1 can developed in order to specify
included data. For instance, The sentence “The first student saw
the man” develops embryonic sentence describing more exactly
the noun student. And then the sentence: “The first student on
the list saw the man with the camera” extends specificity of
other parts of initial and subsequent sentences, cf. [4]. Armed
with the grammar of English natural language, as e.g. in [4], and

with a lexicon of English words and idioms, one can start parsing
English natural language constructions. Parsing the last sentence
leads to the syntactical graphs presented in Figure 2 and 3:
Interpretation of this sentence is ambiguous: it is not clear
whether the student was using camera when saw the men or
rather the student saw the man and the man had camera. This
ambiguity brings to two different syntactical graphs or –
remembering that syntactical graphs are equivalent to derivations
- to two derivations in context free grammar outlining the
ambiguity.
The ambiguity could be resolved on the basis of contextual
information. Considering both sentences “ The best students
were operating the optical equipment. The first student on the
list saw the man with the camera.” As a cohesive text, it would
be easily deducted that the interpretation outlined in Figure 3 is
correct.
4. INFORMATION GRANULATION
The naive example Figure 1 can be considered from the
perspective of information supported by the sentences. On one
hand, the pattern of language construction outlined in the form of
syntactical graph defines relation between basic data of the noun
type and basic data of the verb type. On the other hand, the
sentence “Student operates” defines a relation between two
simple pieces of data: “student” and “operate”. Both pieces of
data would be seen as elementary granules of data emerging from
a plain surface of single words. In the first case, we have a
pattern that defines a set of relations between words that can fill
in the pattern. In the second case, the relation is defined on
strictly defined words. We will focus our attention on the
relation defined on words, phrases and sentences rather than on
patterns of language constructions.
4.1. Granular space formation
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Fig. 3. Syntactical graph of the sentence “ The first student on the
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list saw the man with the camera”. The prepositional phase
“with
the camera” is assumed to be a part of noun phrase “the man ...”

It would be observed that natural language constructions provide
the family of relations between words themselves creating
tuplets of related words, between words and a tuplets of related
constructions and between tuplets of constructions. It is clear
that language constructions may have recursive structure, i.e. one
phrase may include another phrase of the same type (noun
phrase includes another noun phrase) or of different type (verb
phrase includes noun phrase). And so, the structuring relations
have a character of a tangled up net rather than simple
hierarchical tree structure. However, a kind of a hierarchical
structuring of these relations could be defined as elements of
different language constructions supporting contextual
knowledge. Considering the example of simple text of two
sentences presented in Figures 2 and 3, this hierarchy could be
defined as:
• the set X of simple words, i.e. the set X = { be, best,
camera, equipment, first, list, man, on, operate, optical, see,
student, the, with},

• the set X with simple features added to form grammatical
forms that can be seen as a syntactical graph defining proper
grammatical form. In the presented example, these features can be
illustrated by the following set of constructions: {operating, saw,
the students, the equipment, the student, the list, the man, the
camera, were},
• basic noun and verb phrases that do not include other noun
or verb phrases as their parts. Again, they can be seen as
syntactical graphs defining given phrases. The following phrases
could be distinguished in the example: { on the list, the best
students, the first student, the optical equipment, were
operating, with the camera }
• compound phrases, i.e. noun and verb phrases that have
other phrases as their parts. The example gives the following two
compound phrases { the first student on the list, the man with
the camera }
• sentences as pairs of noun and verb phrases. The example
gives two sentences {The best students were operating optical
equipment. The first student on the list saw the men with the
camera.}
The granular space formed by language constructions is a kind
of superstructure of the set of simple words and, from that point
of view, can be considered as a dynamic extension of the static
lexicon. This superstructure is built on the static fundament of
lexicon every time new language construction is analysed.
4.2. Resolving ambiguity
The ambiguity of the second sentence outlined in Chapter III
can be easily resolved while both sentences are considered as a
cohesive text. We operate with a kind of dynamical environment
called “sentence neighborhood” that moves information between
consecutive sentences. We assume that some piece of
information, a granule, defined in a sentence, is valid in next
sentences as long as it is not redefined. And then, if the first
sentence defines the granule the optical equipment, this
granule is still valid in the second sentence. Unlikely, the granule
the best students is moved to the second sentence, but it is
redefined to the granule the first student on the list. However,
the redefined granule, as being more specific than its origin,
inherits properties of its predecessor, so it still remains in
relation with the granule the optical equipment. The lexicon
dependency between camera and optical equipment allows
for binding the prepositional phrase with the camera to the
student granule rather than to the man granule.
It is worth underlining that newly defined granules create
dynamic extension of the lexicon, as it was flagged in Section II.
And, of course, the newly added granules are bound with other
granules of both static and dynamic parts.
These relations could be numerically described in the form of
fuzzy sets having lexicon elements as their domains and labeled
by given lexicon element. For instance, the granule camera
interpreted as a fuzzy set may get the following membership
values

fs(camera) = { ... , 0.9/camera, 0.7/equipment, 0.7/optical,
0.5/student, 0.5/man, ...}
at the at the basic level of static lexicon. This fuzzy set can then
be developed to
fs(tcamera) = { ... , 0.9/camera, 0.7/equipment, 0.7/optical,
0.5/student, 0.5/man, ... , 0.9/the camera, 0.9/the best
students, 0.9/the optical equipment, 0.5/the man, .... }
when the first sentence is analysed.. The fuzzy sets represented
the granule the camera will have similar numerical values of
membership function. The second sentence includes its granules
to the lexicon and, finally, will bind the granule the camera with
other granules in the fuzzy sets possibly having the following
membership functions:
fs(tcamera) = { ... , 0.9/camera, 0.7/equipment, 0.7/optical,
0.5/student, 0.5/man, ... , 0.9/the camera, 0.9/the best
students, 0.9/the optical equipment, 0.5/the man, .... 0.9/the
first student on the list, ...}
Note: the numerical value expressing the relation between
granules the camera and the man remains unchanged during all
the process of text analysis and the dynamic extension of the
lexicon. On the other hand, the sentences presented to text
analyser increase the numerical value of the relation between
wrapping granule based on the noun student. Thus, the
ambiguity could be solved by simple comparison of membership
values of certain fuzzy sets. The same solution could be reached
when two fuzzy sets the man and the first student on the list
are utilized. Membership values in the point the camera would
also express tighter link between granules the camera and the
first student on the list rather than between the camera and
the man.
5. CONCLUSIONS
The paper casts the natural language processing problem in a
novel framework of fuzzy sets and fuzzy logic based information
processing. Simple examples considered in the paper indicate the
feasibility of the task but a further research is needed to
investigate the methodology for building the lexicon of fuzzy
sets. Also an investigation into fuzzy parsing, that will capture
the varying degree of tolerance to grammatical inconsistencies,
will need to be undertaken.
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